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A

prominent theme in US federal infrastructure policy is the near-term
insolvency of the Highway Trust Fund (HTF), the dedicated fnancing
stream for highways and public transit. The HTF is projected to exhaust
its reserves by 2022 and require more than $170 billion in cumulative
general revenue transfers by 2029, leading to widespread funding uncertainty for
nationally-signifcant surface transportation infrastructure and a dramatic increase
in the national debt. This paper examines three countries—Japan, England, and
Australia—that chose to eliminate earmarked taxes for highways and examines
whether their infrastructure benefted as a result. International outcomes were mixed
as to whether federal investments in highways and road quality remained robust
following the intervention. But such a solution, with stringent safeguards, could
provide an answer to the HTF solvency issue in upcoming surface transportation
reauthorization legislation.
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Despite bipartisan interest in infrastructure reform, there is little agreement on how to
accomplish it. Members of Congress, the President, and leaders on both sides of the aisle
generally agree that our aging infrastructure needs a signifcant federal investment in order
to achieve a state of good repair, clear a multimillion-dollar maintenance backlog, and meet
the economic challenges of the future. However, views difer widely as to whether and how
the government will be able to regularly fund the American transportation network for
generations to come.
Specifcally, the Highway Trust Fund (HTF), the dedicated fnancing source for the
construction and maintenance of surface transportation, is nearing insolvency, meaning that
obligations from the Fund will soon exceed revenues fowing into it. According to projections
from the Congressional Budget Ofce, by 2029 the HTF would face a cumulative shortfall of
$171 billion in order to meet its obligations (CBO 2019). Te most widely-discussed solution
to maintain the solvency of the HTF is to raise or index the tax on gasoline that is its main
source of income, which has remained at 18.4 cents per gallon since 1993 (PGPF 2018a). But
lawmakers across the political spectrum have so far been unwilling to enact such a policy.
Terefore, the United States must fnd an alternative intervention that can balance the future
solvency of highway programs with political expediency.
International examples from diferent parts of the world can provide a model for a
potential solution to highway fnancing issues facing the United States. Japan, England, and
Australia each chose to address concerns with their highway trust funds by eliminating their
earmarked infrastructure revenue streams entirely. Rather than dedicate transportation-related
taxes directly to highway systems, these countries send gasoline, toll, and associated revenue
to general accounts where expenditures are then allocated through their annual budget and
appropriations processes. Tis paper analyzes these cases in order to determine whether this
approach is a useful model for the US to fnance comprehensive infrastructure reform.
Tis analysis seeks to answer the following questions: frst, whether an insolvency crisis
similar to that in the United States caused lawmakers to eliminate their trust funds for
federal highway expenditures; and second, if these initiatives led to improved infrastructure,
funding certainty, and greater fairness for those that use and beneft from the road system.
Fairness here refers to the “intergenerational equity of public debt,” where present-day users
of government services pay for them instead of future generations (Catrina 2013). Te paper
begins by detailing the legislative history of the American HTF in order to understand the
rationale behind the system and the causes of the present-day funding imbalance. It then
analyzes similar legislative contexts and conditions in Japan, England, and Australia that led
to initiatives to eliminate earmarked revenue streams for highways and discusses whether
these interventions produced positive results. It concludes with implications for US policy
design as legislators in Congress draf the newest measure to reauthorize federal programs
governing the surface transportation network. Unless otherwise noted, all dollar amounts in
this paper use US dollars.

US HIGHWAY TRUST FUND: LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
AND CURRENT STATUS
Te Highway Trust Fund is divided into a Highway Account for highway funding—the
primary subject of this paper—and a Mass Transit Account for transit funding. Te Highway
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Account is funded by a dedicated revenue stream of transportation-related excise taxes that
are earmarked by statute for surface transportation. Taxes on gasoline and diesel fuels account
for approximately 85 percent of the account’s total revenues, with taxes on certain vehicles and
tires making up the remainder (Kile 2015, 4). Such trust fund arrangements with dedicated
revenues are known outside of the United States as hypothecation and serve as the foundation
for similar mechanisms that fund US Social Security, Medicare, and pensions for federal
civil servants. Te US Department of Transportation (DOT) utilizes a budget mechanism
called contract authority to obligate and spend a predetermined level of funds authorized by
Congress from the HTF for highway projects (FHWA 2017, 13).
Te Highway Trust Fund was born in the 1950s out of an idea that taxes on a specifc
group of users, in this case automobile owners, should ultimately beneft those users. Tis
made sense at the time, because in 1960 there was less than one registered highway vehicle
for every two Americans in the total population, compared to close to a one-to-one ratio
in 2017 (BTS 2019; US Census Bureau 2000, 2017). Representative John Kluczynski (D-IL)
introduced the frst bill in the House of Representatives in 1953 to establish a HTF containing
an efcient level of funding for highways; it called for automatically appropriating revenue
from transportation-related excise taxes to a “Federal-Aid Highway Trust Fund,” which would
then be used specifcally for highway projects. Upon introducing the measure, he argued, “Why
should not the public that pays the tax from motorized trafc then have the full beneft and
assistance that that tax can provide?” (Weingrof 2013b, 4). Kluczynski’s idea was eventually
included in the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956. As Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) historian Richard Weingrof writes, “Te word ‘trust’ allowed highway ofcials to
assure motorists paying this tax that their payments would be used exclusively to improve
the Nation’s roads” (Weingrof 2013b, 12-13). President Dwight D. Eisenhower signed the
Federal-Aid Highway Act into law on June 29, 1956, creating what media outlets would later
refer to as the “sacrosanct Highway Trust Fund” (Weingrof 2013b, 12; Weingrof 2013a).
Congress expanded the mandate of the HTF to fund mass transit projects as part of the
Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1973, to the dismay of those who cherished its sacrosanct nature
(Weingrof 2013a). Twenty-six years later, this is the Highway Trust Fund we see today.
Unfortunately, America’s neglected highway infrastructure now requires large investments
in order to bring it to a state of good condition and mitigate worsening trafc congestion.
A critical factor is that the purchasing power of the gasoline tax—the HTF’s main funding
stream—has eroded by 40 percent since it was last set in 1993 (Varn 2019). Te gas tax would
have been approximately 11.6 cents higher in 2015 had Congress adjusted it for infation
since then (Kile 2015, 9). Confounding factors include costly damages to infrastructure from
climate change, “rising fuel efciency and electric vehicles,” and “shifing transportation
priorities” (Varn 2019).
Te misalignment between this environment and the stagnant federal infrastructure
fnancing structure has caused rankings for American road quality to drop from eighth to
eleventh on the World Economic Forum’s Global Competitiveness Report (Porter and Schwab
2008; Schwab 2018). Te American Society of Civil Engineers has given the US road system
a D-range grade in its Infrastructure Report Cards compiled every three to four years since
1998 and, in its 2017 report card, called it “crowded, frequently in poor condition, chronically
underfunded,” and “dangerous” (ASCE 2017, 76 and 100).
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Meanwhile, Congress has been unwilling to boost HTF revenue accordingly and, as a
result, the HTF is increasingly inadequate to meet its obligations. In Fiscal Year (FY) 2008,
HTF outlays ofcially exceeded annual revenue, and Congress enacted several laws to transfer
a total of $114.7 billion to the Fund between Fiscal Years 2008 and 2018 to supplement its
reserves (FHWA 2017, 44-5). Tese reserves are projected to run dry by Fiscal Year 2022
(CBO 2019), and Congress will then have to initiate increasing general revenue transfers into
the HTF each year. Chris Spear, the President and CEO of American Trucking Associations,
outlined in a 2018 op-ed why this is a problem: “Lawmakers…can raid the general treasury…
to keep the Highway Trust Fund afoat, as has been done several times since 2008. Tat option
relies on us borrowing more money from overseas, driving up our national debt at the expense
of future generations” (Spear 2018). In essence, utilizing the HTF as a placeholder for general
revenue transfers—rather than fnancing it independently, as originally intended—reduces
the intergenerational equity of road funding by relying on public debt, defeating the original
purpose of the Fund.
Tree of the most discussed options to keep the HTF solvent include raising the gas tax,
developing pilot projects such as a vehicle miles traveled fee or road pricing to raise revenue
using alternative means, or reducing federal spending on highways altogether. Lawmakers in
Congress could include one or more of these interventions in the reauthorization of the Fixing
America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act, the law that governs surface transportation
programs through September 30, 2020 (FHWA 2017), to ensure HTF revenue is sufcient
to continue regularly funding infrastructure projects of regional or national signifcance.
However, a more radical approach might involve ending the HTF and funding highways
directly through general revenues, as some other countries have done.

INTERNATIONAL INITIATIVES
JAPAN

Of the three countries surveyed in this paper, Japan eliminated its dedicated revenue fund
for infrastructure most recently. Lawmakers enacted a special road fund in 1953, around the
same time the United States established the HTF. Te government began earmarking taxes
on gasoline and diesel to the fund between 1954 and 1956 (Umeda 2014, 64-5). A 1958 law
then codifed the Road Improvement Special Account (RISA) more fully and specifed the
revenues that would fund it and its allowable expenses (Hirai, Wright, and Sorel 2004, 2). Te
system was “based on the concept that road users who enjoy the benefts of improved roads
should bear the burden for their improvement” (quoted in Hirai, Wright, and Sorel 2004, 1).
However, a number of political problems began to plague the RISA. A report commissioned
by the government found that revenues to the RISA afer 2007 had exceeded expenditures—
the exact opposite situation currently facing the United States (MLIT 2008). Moreover, urban
voters thought of RISA highway expenditures as a redistribution of taxes to the construction
industry and to rural members of the conservative Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) (Eno
Center for Transportation 2014, 36-8). Te Japanese government voted in 2006 to examine the
RISA (MLIT 2008), presumably due to the fndings of the report and these political pressures.
In 2008, LDP Prime Minister Fukuda Takeo introduced legislation—ultimately enacted in
2009—to untie transportation-related taxes from highway funding and send them instead to
the general revenue account (Lipscy 2012, 411 and 426; MLIT 2008). Professor Phillip Lipscy
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of Stanford University argues that the measure allowed the LDP to demonstrate broad appeal
to the general public by “sever[ing] the explicit connection between transportation taxes and
redistribution to traditional LDP supporters” (Lipscy 2012, 411). Appropriations for road
projects now fow through the General Fund.
Japan’s experience represents a best-case scenario of being able to maintain robust
national investment and high road quality afer eliminating a dedicated revenue account
for infrastructure. National investments in highways have dropped signifcantly, down from
$55.7 billion in 2008 to $34.8 billion in 2014 (Eno Center for Transportation 2014, 38), but the
lower fgure is seemingly more efcient for the government in terms of national politics and
the actual dollars needed. Japan collected $24.7 billion in gas tax revenue in 2010 (Eno Center
for Transportation 2014, 37; Poole 2015), meaning that the government contributed more
than $10 billion for infrastructure from non-transportation taxes fowing into the General
Fund and likely allocated the entirety of its gas tax revenue toward the highway system. Te
Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport, and Tourism (MLIT) has powers that allow for
guaranteed multi-year expenditures for certain projects, similar to the contract authority of
the US Department of Transportation, which adds greater certainty to the funding process
(Eno Center for Transportation 2014, 37-8). Japan’s infrastructure has also improved
markedly since it eliminated the RISA. Te country ranked nineteenth for road quality in
the Global Competitiveness Report in 2008 and rose to sixth in the 2018 survey (Porter and
Schwab 2008; Schwab 2018). Whether Japan’s improved infrastructure is completely due to
the abolition of the RISA is up for debate, but the measure at the very least alleviated many
of the political issues surrounding the allocation of the earmarked revenue—and it did so
without compromising its high road quality.
UNITED KINGDOM

Te United Kingdom ended its program to earmark transportation-related taxes for
highways early and quickly. England passed legislation in 1909 establishing a Road Board,
following a 1906 recommendation by the Royal Commission on Motor Cars that “the revenue
from the taxation of motor-cars is to be devoted to the improvement of roads” (Butcher 2017,
4-5; Spectator 1906). Chancellor of the Exchequer David Lloyd George explained that the
Road Board would collect ownership taxes—called Vehicle Excise Duties—on cars and duties
on imported oil and allocate those funds for the construction and maintenance of the road
system. Te Roads Act 1920 then replaced the Road Board with a Road Fund, with high hopes
from the Minister of Transport that revenue for the Fund would increase more than eightfold
in just over a decade (Butcher 2017, 4-6).
However, improper oversight led the Road Fund to be improperly utilized and, by 1926,
drawn from for other purposes (Butcher 2017, 6). In 1936, Winston Churchill, a Member of
Parliament at the time, labeled the Road Fund the “Raid Fund” and called for transportationrelated revenues to fow thereafer into the Consolidated Fund. He argued, “It is a monstrous
assertion that any important body of taxpayers should claim proprietary rights over the particular
quota of taxation which they contribute, and that all should not be brought into an area freely
justiciable by the House of Commons” (Parliamentary Debates 1936). Lawmakers passed the
Finance Act 1936 to move all revenues from the Road Fund to the general account, and the
Miscellaneous Financial Provisions Act 1955 later abolished the Fund entirely (Butcher 2017, 6).
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In a 2015 op-ed, Reason Foundation Director of Transportation Policy Robert Poole
called the United Kingdom “the worst-case example of what can happen” when policymakers
opt to abolish a dedicated revenue account for highways. Great Britain collects $45.0 billion
in revenue from fuel taxes that fow “directly into the Consolidated Fund,” yet it only spends
$15.3 billion on surface transportation infrastructure (Poole 2015; Butcher 2017, 6). Tis means
that approximately 66 percent of revenue ends up used for other purposes. In other words,
the abolition of the Road Fund led to higher fuel taxes and, ironically, reduced investment in
highway infrastructure (Poole 2015). One positive aspect of the British system is that budget
mechanisms allow the Department for Transport to receive funds for three years at a time
to allow for greater funding certainty (Eno Center for Transportation 2014, 38-9). However,
overall, the United Kingdom ranks twenty-sixth globally for road quality in the 2018 Global
Competitiveness report and a mere fourteenth in Europe (Schwab 2018). High gas taxes seem
to have contributed to the elimination of both the overfunded Japanese and British dedicated
revenue streams for infrastructure but, unlike Japan, the abolition of the Road Fund in the
United Kingdom led to a serious under-provision of infrastructure at the federal level.
AUSTRALIA

Australia has had a complicated relationship with earmarking transportation-related excise
taxes for highways among the three cases under consideration. Te country began earmarking
petrol (gas) taxes for highway projects in 1926. In 1959, Treasurer of Australia Harold Holt
shepherded the Commonwealth Aid Roads Bill into law, which terminated the previous
earmarking agreements. He, like Churchill, generally believed that “it is an unsound practice
to allocate the proceeds of any one tax for any particular expenditure in that it cut across the
fundamental budgetary principle that all government receipts should be paid into a common
account from which particular expenditures can be met by lawful appropriation” (James 1996).
He also emphasized that fuel tax revenue fuctuated year-to-year, bringing uncertainty into the
highway planning process (James 1996).
By the early 1980s, the level of road funding had dropped drastically as a result of the
1959 measure ending the dedicated fund. Afer mounting public criticism of the federal
government’s inadequate expenditures on highways, Australia was ready to earmark revenues
once again. In 1982, Parliament established the Australian Bicentennial Road Trust Fund, to
be funded by increased taxes on gasoline and diesel (James 1996). A subsequent act tweaked
the Fund in 1988, and this program remains the law today. However, beginning in the 19911992 fscal year, policymakers essentially untied fuel excise taxes from highway funding afer
incorporating road funding into the budget process. Te Bicentennial Road Trust Fund exists
today in name only—all transportation-related revenues fow directly into the Consolidated
Revenue Fund (Buchanan 2014, 8). Tere seems to be no legislative push by the government
back in the direction of tying transportation excises taxes to highways (Eno Center for
Transportation 2014, 34). Te country currently spends approximately $6.3 billion annually
for highways while collecting approximately $14.0 billion annually from transportationrelated excise taxes (Poole 2015), meaning that approximately 55 percent of that revenue ends
up used for other purposes.
Just over a decade ago, Australia created what was essentially a quasi-Highway Trust Fund.
Te Nation-building Funds Act 2008 authorized a special account called the Building Australia
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Fund (BAF) (Department of Finance 2019). Australia’s Transport Minister had a signifcant
level of discretion over the utilization of the Fund, and the government made transfers into the
BAF from a number of sources, including budget surpluses and the Communications Fund
(Eno Center for Transportation 2014, 33-4; Department of Finance 2019). Budget mechanisms
allowed for multi-year appropriations plans, like in Japan and England, and payments were
made into the BAF afer parliamentary consultation of the National Priority List developed by
Infrastructure Australia, an independent advisory committee established in 2007 whose board
consists of a diverse group of members from “business, academia, and across the public and
private sectors” (Eno Center for Transportation 2014, 33-4; Infrastructure Australia, n.d.). Te
organization publishes its National Priority List of recommended projects afer considering
proposals from localities, states, and the federal government. Te List creates a measure of
accountability, as the public can more easily scrutinize any funding that Parliament directs to
projects not contained within it (Eno Center for Transportation 2014, 33-4). Future research
could look at whether a BAF-style mechanism could be feasible in the United States as a
substitute for the HTF, but whether the BAF has been actually efective is unclear, as Australia
ranked thirty-ffh globally for quality of roads in 2018, down from thirty-frst in 2008 before
its implementation (Porter and Schwab 2008; Schwab 2018). Te government likely echoed this
sentiment, as it passed legislation in 2019 that transferred the balance of the BAF to a new
Future Drought Fund focused on drought resilience projects (Future Drought Fund Act 2019).

IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Abolishing the Highway Trust Fund entirely is not a new idea in the United States. Senator
Ted Kennedy (D-MA) introduced an amendment to what would become the Federal-Aid
Highway Act of 1978 to eliminate the HTF (Davis 2018). He argued, “Funding should be
subject to the regular authorization and appropriations process. If that process is good enough
for our national defense, if it is good enough for our health expenditures, if it is good enough
for our education programs, it should be good enough for highways” (124 Cong. Rec. S27120).
Tat proposal failed overwhelmingly in a 10-75 vote on the Senate foor (Davis 2018). Te Eno
Center for Transportation advocated strongly for the idea in 2014, calling it “a potential longterm solution to our national transportation funding problem” (Eno Center for Transportation
2014, 45). But critics have always pointed to the certainty for states of a federal expenditure
source governed through contract authority and shielded from the political whims of the
appropriations process. Robert Poole from the Reason Foundation argues:
If the HTF were abolished…whichever faction held the reins of government would
allocate transportation funding according to its latest fancy: high speed rail one term,
marine highways another, streetcars yet another, and maybe some highways that passed
muster as intermodal connectors. And the idea that a federal government on the road
to insolvency would actually invest more in high-priority transportation infrastructure
if the link between user payments and spending were abolished strikes me as fanciful
(Poole 2015).

Te latter point is a warning that eliminating the HTF might cause the United States
to follow in the footsteps of a country like England, where abolishing its Road Fund led to
a decrease in infrastructure investment and resulted in a painful blow to the quality of its
highway system.
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Tis paper sought to answer whether an insolvency crisis similar to that in the United States
caused lawmakers to eliminate their trust funds for federal highway expenditures, and whether
these initiatives led to improved infrastructure, funding certainty, and fairness for those who use
and beneft from the road system. On the frst question, the answer is a defnitive no. In Japan, the
Road Improvement Special Account brought in revenue far greater than expenditures needed,
making the fund seem wasteful to motorists. (Tis situation may actually serve as a better model
for America’s frustrations with its Harbor Maintenance Trust Fund.) In England, lawmakers
eliminated the Road Fund because it lost its “sacrosanct” nature and was utilized contrary to its
original purpose. Australia’s earmarking arrangements were subject to criticism from a variety
of political interests, but insolvency was not the core justifcation for their dissolution.
On the second question, the answer is mixed. Japan is the best example of what can happen
when a country abolishes an earmarked account for infrastructure. Te government consistently
delivers strong investments in highways, and road quality has improved signifcantly in the
post-RISA era. England, on the other hand, represents a worst-case scenario. Although budget
mechanisms allow for funding certainty, a signifcant majority of the high fuel taxes benefts
non-transportation sectors, and road quality lags compared to other developed countries.
Finally, results from the Australian model are difcult to categorize. Te Building Australia
Fund and Infrastructure Australia seem to have been positive steps toward funding certainty,
but it is unclear how well the nation’s infrastructure system has actually benefted from these
reforms since road quality has decreased since their enactment.
As Congress considers the latest fve-year reauthorization of America’s surface transportation
programs, lawmakers will have to weigh if the Highway Trust Fund today still fulflls its original
purpose. Enacting legislation to send transportation excise taxes to general revenues and funding
all infrastructure projects thereafer through the regular appropriations process would alleviate
many of the insolvency issues surrounding federal highway planning and expenditure. However,
such an action could cause increased uncertainty and politicization in infrastructure policy and
decreased federal funding. State and local governments in the United States already spend more
on highways as a share of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) than the federal government does
(Campbell 2020), and they could be forced to contend with a potentially far greater investment
as a result of such a change. Chris Spear (2018) writes, “[Lawmakers] could allow the HTF to fail,
causing the cancellation or delay of critical transportation projects…. Tis would force states to
do Congress’ job…[and] many states …simply do not have the tax base to replace their federal
support.” It is also unclear whether Congress could adjudicate regional and local funding spats
annually and on multiple fronts. Terefore, any abolition of the HTF in the reauthorization of
the FAST Act would need to include multi-year authorizations, and potentially even mandatory
appropriations, for critical projects of national importance. If Congress does not raise the gas
tax, this may be the only solution that would save our road system in an intergenerationally
equitable manner. Te only other option is to prohibit general revenue transfers to the HTF in
the next surface transportation reauthorization bill in order to force a vote on raising the gas tax
in 2021 or 2022 at the brink of the fund’s bankruptcy. Any other proposal on the table would
either be too early in its infancy by the time the HTF reaches insolvency or would paralyze the
highway system entirely.
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